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11 DEAN SPADE

What’s Wrong with 

Trans Rights?

Rights discourse in liberal capitalist culture casts as private poten-
tially political contests about distribution of resources and about 
relevant parties to decision making. It converts social problems 
into matters of individualized, dehistoricized injury and entitle-
ment, into matters in which there is no harm if there is no agent 
and no tangibly violated subject.

—Wendy Brown, States of Injury

A s the concept of trans rights has gained more currency in the last two 
decades, a seeming consensus has emerged about which law reforms 
should be sought to better the lives of trans people.1 Advocates of trans 

equality have primarily pursued two law-reform interventions: antidiscrimi-
nation laws that list gender identity and/or expression as a category of nondis-
crimination, and hate-crime laws that include crimes motivated by the gender 
identity and/or expression of the victim as triggering the application of a juris-
diction’s hate-crime statute. Organizations like the National Gay and Lesbian 
Task Force (NGLTF) have supported state and local organizations around the 
country in legislative campaigns to pass such laws. Th irteen states (California, 
Colorado, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Minnesota, New Jersey, New Mexico, 
Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington) and the District of Colum-
bia currently have laws that include gender identity and/or expression as a cat-
egory of antidiscrimination, and 108 counties and cities have such laws. NGLTF 
estimates that 39 percent of people in the United States live in a jurisdiction 
where such laws are on the books.2 Seven states now have hate-crime laws that 
include gender identity and/or expression.3 In 2009, a federal law, the Matthew 
Shepard and James Byrd, Jr., Hate Crimes Prevention Act, added gender iden-
tity and/or expression to federal hate-crime law. An ongoing battle regarding 
whether and how gender identity and/or expression will be included in the 
Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA), a federal law that would pro-
hibit discrimination the basis of sexual orientation, continues to be fought 
between the conservative national gay and lesbian organization, the Human 
Rights Campaign (HRC), legislators, and a variety of organizations and activists 
seeking to push an inclusive bill through Congress. Antidiscrimination bills and 
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What’s Wrong with Trans Rights? 185

hate-crime laws have come to defi ne the idea of “trans rights” in the United 
States and are presently the most visible eff orts made by nonprofi t organizations 
and activists working under this rubric.

Th e logic behind this law-reform strategy is not mysterious. Proponents 
argue that passing these laws does a number of important things. First, the pas-
sage of antidiscrimination laws can create a basis for legal claims against dis-
criminating employers, housing providers, restaurants, hotels, stores, and the 
like. Trans people’s legal claims when facing exclusion in such contexts have 
oft en failed in the past, with courts saying that the exclusion is a legitimate pref-
erence on the part of the employer, landlord, or business owner.4 Laws that 
make gender identity/expression–based exclusion illegal have the potential to 
infl uence courts to punish discriminators and to provide certain remedies (e.g., 
back pay or damages) to injured trans people. Th ere is also a hope that such laws 
and their enforcement by courts would send a preventative message to potential 
discriminators, letting them know that such exclusions will not be tolerated; 
these laws would ultimately increase access to jobs, housing, and other necessi-
ties for trans people.

Hate-crime laws are promoted under a related logic. Proponents point out 
that trans people have a very high murder rate and are subject to a great deal of 
violence.5 In many instances, trans people’s lives are so devalued by police and 
prosecutors that trans murders are not investigated or trans people’s murderers 
are given shorter punishments than are typical in murder sentencing. Propo-
nents believe that hate-crime laws will intervene in these situations, making law 
enforcement take this violence seriously. Th ere is also a symbolic element to the 
passage of these laws: a statement that trans lives are meaningful, oft en described 
by proponents as an assertion that trans people are human. Additionally, pro-
ponents of antidiscrimination laws and hate-crime laws argue that the processes 
of advocating the passage of such laws, including media advocacy representing 
the lives and concerns of trans people and meetings with legislators to tell them 
about trans people’s experiences, increase positive trans visibility and advance 
the struggle for trans equality. Th e data-collection element of hate-crime stat-
utes, through which certain government agencies keep count of crimes that fall 
into this category, is touted by proponents as a chance to make the quantity and 
severity of trans people’s struggles more visible.

Th e logic of visibility and inclusion surrounding antidiscrimination and 
hate-crime law campaigns is very popular, yet there are many troubling limita-
tions to the idea that these two reforms compose a proper approach to problems 
trans people face in both criminal- and civil-law contexts. One concern is 
whether these laws actually improve the life chances of those who are pur-
portedly protected by them. Looking at categories of identity that have been 
included in these kinds of laws over the last several decades indicates that these 
kinds of reforms have not eliminated bias, exclusion, or marginalization. Dis-
crimination and violence against people of color have persisted despite law 
changes that declared it illegal. Th e persistent and growing racial wealth divide 
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186 Dean Spade

in the United States suggests that these law changes have not had their promised 
eff ects and that the structure of systemic racism is not addressed by the work 
of these laws.6 Similarly, the twenty-year history of the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act (ADA) demonstrates disappointing results. Courts have limited 
the enforcement potential of this law with narrow interpretations of its impact, 
and people with disabilities remain economically and politically marginalized 
by systemic ableism. Similar arguments can be made about the persistence of 
national origin discrimination, sex discrimination, and other forms of pervasive 
discrimination despite decades of offi  cial prohibitions of such behavior. Th e 
persistence of wage gaps, illegal terminations, hostile work environments, 
hiring/fi ring disparities, and bias-motivated violence for groups whose strug-
gles have supposedly been addressed by antidiscrimination and hate-crime 
laws invites caution when assuming the eff ectiveness of these measures.

Hate-crime laws do not have a deterrent eff ect. Th ey focus on punishment 
and cannot be argued to actually prevent bias-motivated violence. In addition 
to their failure to prevent harm, they must be considered in the context of the 
failures of our legal system and, specifi cally, the violence of our criminal punish-
ment system. Antidiscrimination laws are not adequately enforced. Most people 
who experience discrimination cannot aff ord to access legal help, so their expe-
riences never make it to court. Additionally, the Supreme Court has severely 
narrowed the enforceability of these laws over the last thirty years, making it 
extremely diffi  cult to prove discrimination short of a signed letter from a boss 
or landlord stating, “I am taking this negative action against you because of your 
[insert characteristic].” Even in cases that seem as obvious as that, people expe-
riencing discrimination oft en lose. Proving discriminatory intent has become 
central, making it almost impossible to win these cases when they are brought 
to court. Th ese laws also have such narrow scopes that they oft en do not include 
action taken by some of the most common discriminators against marginalized 
people: prison guards, welfare bureaucrats, workfare supervisors, immigration 
offi  cers, child-welfare workers, and others who have signifi cant control over the 
lives of marginalized people in the United States. In a neoliberal era character-
ized by abandonment (reduction of social safety nets and infrastructure, espe-
cially in poor and people-of-color communities) and imprisonment (increased 
immigration- and criminal-law enforcement), antidiscrimination laws provide 
little relief to the most vulnerable people.

In addition to these general problems with law reforms that add gender 
identity/expression to the list of prohibited characteristics, trans litigants have 
run into specifi c challenges when seeking redress from discrimination under 
these laws. Even in jurisdictions where these laws have been put in place, trans 
litigants have lost discrimination cases about being denied access to sex-
segregated facilities.7 In the employment context, this oft en means that even 
when a worker lives in a jurisdiction where discriminating against trans people 
is supposedly illegal, denying a trans person access to a restroom that comports 
with their gender identity at work is not interpreted as a violation of the law. Of 
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course, given the staggering unemployment of trans populations emerging from 
conditions of homelessness, lack of family support,8 violence-related trauma, 
discrimination by potential employers, eff ects of unmet health needs, and many 
other factors,9 even if the legal interpretations of trans people’s restroom-access 
demands were better, they would not scratch the surface of trans poverty.10 
However, these interpretations in employment cases involving restrooms are 
particularly dangerous, because they can be applied by courts to other high-
stakes settings where trans people struggle in systems that rely on sex segre-
gation. Because trans people frequently face violence and discrimination in the 
context of sex-segregated spaces, such as shelters, prisons, and group homes, 
and because restroom access is oft en the most contentious issue between trans 
workers and their employers, these anti-trans legal interpretations take the teeth 
out of trans-inclusive laws and are examples of the limitations of seeking equal-
ity through courts and legislatures.

Critical race theorists have developed analyses about the limitations of anti-
discrimination laws that are useful in understanding the ways these law reforms 
have and will continue to fail to deliver meaningful change to trans people. Alan 
Freeman’s critique of what he terms the “perpetrator perspective” in discrimina-
tion law is particularly helpful in conceptualizing the limits of common trans-
rights strategies.11 Freeman’s work looks at laws that prohibit discrimination 
based on race. He exposes how and why antidiscrimination and hate-crime 
statutes do not achieve their promises of equality and freedom for people tar-
geted by discrimination and violence. Freeman argues that discrimination law 
misunderstands how racism works, which makes it fail to eff ectively address it.

Discrimination law primarily conceptualizes the harm of racism through 
the perpetrator/victim dyad, imagining that the fundamental scene is that of a 
perpetrator who irrationally hates people on the basis of their race and fi res or 
denies service to or beats or kills the victim based on that hatred. Th e law’s 
adoption of this conception of racism does several things that make it ineff ective 
at eradicating racism and help it contribute to obscuring the actual operations 
of racism. First, it individualizes racism. It says that racism is about bad indi-
viduals who intentionally make discriminatory choices and must be punished. 
In this (mis)understanding, structural or systemic racism is rendered invisible. 
Th rough this function, the law can only attend to disparities that come from the 
behavior of a perpetrator who intentionally considered the category that must 
not be considered (e.g., race, gender, disability) in the decision he or she was 
making (e.g., hiring, fi ring, admission, expulsion). Conditions like living in a 
district with underfunded schools that “happen to be” 96 percent students of 
color,12 having to take an admissions test that has been proven to predict race 
better than academic success,13 or experiencing any of a number of disparities 
in life conditions (access to adequate food, health care, employment, housing, 
clean air and water) that we know stem from and refl ect long-term patterns of 
exclusion and exploitation cannot be understood as “violations” under the dis-
crimination principle, and thus remedies cannot be won. Th is narrow reading 
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of what constitutes a violation and can be recognized as discrimination serves 
to naturalize and affi  rm the status quo of maldistribution. Antidiscrimination 
law seeks out aberrant individuals with overtly biased intentions.14 Meanwhile, 
all the daily disparities in life chances that shape our world along lines of race, 
class, indigeneity, disability, national origin, sex, and gender remain untouch-
able and affi  rmed as nondiscriminatory or even as fair.

Th e perpetrator perspective also obscures the historical context of racism. 
Discrimination is understood as the act of taking into account the identity that 
discrimination law forbids us to take into account (e.g., race, sex, disability) 
when making a decision, and it does not regard whether the decision maker is 
favoring or harming a traditionally excluded group. In this way, the discrimina-
tion principle has been used to eviscerate affi  rmative action and desegregation 
programs.15 Th is erroneously conceptualized “colorblindness” undermines the 
possibility of remedying the severe racial disparities in the United States that are 
rooted in slavery, genocide, land theft , internment, and immigration exclusion 
as well as racially explicit policies that historically and presently exclude people 
of color from the benefi ts of wealth-building programs for U.S. citizens, such as 
Social Security, land grants, and credit and other homeownership support.16 Th e 
conditions that created and continue to reproduce such immense disparities are 
made invisible by the perpetrator perspective’s insistence that any consideration 
of the prohibited category is equally damaging. Th is model pretends the playing 
fi eld is equal, and thus any loss or gain in opportunity based on the category is 
harmful and creates inequality, again serving to declare the racial status quo 
neutral. Th is justifi cation for systemic racism masquerading as a logic of equal 
opportunity gives rise to the myth of “reverse racism,” a concept that misunder-
stands racism to suggest parallel meanings when white people lose opportunities 
or access through programs aiming to ameliorate impacts of racism and when 
people of color lose opportunities due to racism.

Discrimination law’s reliance on the perpetrator perspective also creates the 
false impression that the previously excluded or marginalized group is now 
equal, that fairness has been imposed, and the legitimacy of the distribution of 
life chances restored. Th is declaration of equality and fairness papers over the 
inequalities and disparities that constitute business as usual and allows them to 
continue. Narrowing political-resistance strategies to seeking inclusion in anti-
discrimination law makes the mistaken assumption that gaining recognition 
and inclusion in this way will equalize our life chances and allow us to compete 
in the (assumed fair) system. Th is oft en constitutes a forfeiture of other cri-
tiques, as if the economic system is fair but for the fact that bad discriminators 
are sometimes allowed to fi re trans people for being trans.17 Constituting the 
problem of oppression so narrowly that an antidiscrimination law could “solve” 
it erases the complexity and breadth of the systemic, life-threatening harm that 
trans resistance seeks to end. 

Not surprisingly, the rhetoric accompanying these quests for inclusion oft en 
casts “deserving workers”—people whose other characteristics (race, ability, 
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education, class) would have entitled them to a good chance in the workforce 
were it not for the illegitimate exclusion that happened.18 Using as examples the 
least marginalized of the marginalized, so to speak, becomes necessary when 
issues are framed so narrowly that a person who faces intersecting vectors of 
harm would be unlikely to benefi t from antidiscrimination law. Th is framing 
permits—and even necessitates—that eff orts for inclusion in the discrimination 
regime rely on rhetoric that affi  rms the legitimacy and fairness of the status quo. 

Th e inclusion focus of antidiscrimination law and hate-crime law cam-
paigns relies on a strategy of simile, essentially arguing that “we are just like you; 
we do not deserve this diff erent treatment because of this one characteristic.” To 
make that argument, advocates cling to the imagined norms of the U.S. social 
body and choose poster people who are symbolic of U.S. standards of normalcy, 
whose lives are easily framed by sound bites that resound in shared notions of 
injustice. “Perfect plaintiff s” for these cases are white people with high-level jobs 
and lawful immigration status. Th e thorny issues facing undocumented immi-
grants; people experiencing simultaneous discrimination through, for example, 
race, disability and gender identity; or people in low-wage jobs where it is par-
ticularly hard to prove discrimination, are not addressed by antidiscrimination 
law. Laws created from such strategies, not surprisingly, routinely fail to protect 
people with more complicated relationships to marginality. Th ese people, who 
face the worst economic vulnerability, are not lift ed up as the “deserving work-
ers” that antidiscrimination law advocates rally to protect.

Hate-crime laws are an even more direct example of the limitations of the 
perpetrator perspective’s conception of oppression. Hate-crime laws frame vio-
lence in terms of individual wrongdoers. Th ese laws and their advocates portray 
violence through a lens that oversimplifi es its operation and suggests that the 
criminal-punishment system is the proper way to solve it. Th e violence targeted 
by hate-crime laws is that of purportedly aberrant individuals who have com-
mitted acts of violence motivated by bias. Hate-crime advocacy advances the 
fallacy that such violence is especially reprehensible in the eyes of an equality-
minded state and thus must be punished with enhanced force. Although it is no 
doubt true that violence of this kind is frequent and devastating, critics of hate-
crime legislation argue that hate-crime laws are not the answer. First, as men-
tioned above, hate-crime laws have no deterrent eff ect: People do not read 
law books before committing acts of violence and then choose against bias-
motivated violence because it carries a harsher sentence. Hate-crime laws do 
not and cannot actually increase the life chances of the people they purportedly 
protect.

Second, hate-crime laws strengthen and legitimize the criminal-punishment 
system, a system that targets the very people these laws are supposedly passed 
to protect. Th e criminal-punishment system was founded on and constantly 
reproduces the same biases (racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, able-
ism, xenophobia) that advocates of these laws want to eliminate. Th is is no 
small point, given the rapid growth of the U.S. criminal-punishment system in 
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the last few decades and the gender, race, and ability disparities in whom it 
targets. Th e United States now imprisons 25 percent of the world’s prisoners, 
although it has only 5 percent of the world’s population.19 Imprisonment in 
the United States has quadrupled since the 1980s and continues to increase, 
despite the fact that violent crime and property crime have declined since the 
1990s.20 Th e United States has the highest documented rate of imprisonment 
per capita of any country.21 A 2008 report declared that the United States now 
imprisons one in every one hundred adults.22 Signifi cant racial, gender, ability, 
and national-origin disparities exist in this imprisonment system. One in nine 
black men between the ages of twenty and thirty-four are imprisoned. Although 
men still vastly outnumber women in prisons, the rate of imprisonment for 
women is growing far faster, largely the result of sentencing changes created as 
part of the War on Drugs, including the advent of mandatory minimum sen-
tences for drug convictions. An estimated 27 percent of federal prisoners are 
noncitizens.23 Although accurate estimates of rates of imprisonment for people 
with disabilities are diffi  cult to obtain, it is clear that the combination of severe 
medical neglect of prisoners, deinstitutionalization of people with psychiatric 
disabilities without the provision of adequate community services, and the role 
of drug use in self-medicating account for high rates.24

In a context of mass imprisonment and rapid prison growth targeting tra-
ditionally marginalized groups, what does it mean to use criminal punishment–
enhancing laws to purportedly address violence against those groups? Th is point 
has been especially forcefully made by critics who note the origins of the con-
temporary lesbian and gay rights formation in antipolice activism of the 1960s 
and 1970s and who question how current lesbian and gay rights work has come 
to be aligned with a neoliberal “law and order” approach.25 Could the veterans 
of the Stonewall and Compton’s Cafeteria uprisings against police violence have 
guessed that a few decades later LGBT law reformers would be supporting pas-
sage of the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr., Hate Crimes Prevention Act, 
a law that provides millions of dollars to enhance police and prosecutorial 
resources? Could they have imagined that anyone would claim the police as 
protectors of queer and trans people against violence, while imprisonment and 
police brutality are skyrocketing? Th e neoliberal reframing of discrimination 
and violence that have drastically shift ed and undermined strategies of resis-
tance to economic exploitation and state violence produce this narrow law-
reform agenda that ignores and colludes in the harm and violence faced every 
day by queer and trans people struggling against racism, ableism, xenophobia, 
transphobia, homophobia, and poverty.

Th ese concerns are particularly relevant for trans people given our ongoing 
struggles with police profi ling, harassment, violence, and high rates of youth and 
adult imprisonment. Trans populations are disproportionately poor because of 
employment discrimination, family rejection, and diffi  culty accessing school, 
medical care, and social services.26 Th ese factors increase our rate of partici-
pation in criminalized work to survive, which, combined with police profi ling, 
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produces high levels of criminalization.27 Trans people in prisons face severe 
harassment, medical neglect, and violence in both men’s and women’s facilities. 
Violence against trans women in men’s prisons is consistently reported by pris-
oners as well as by researchers, and court cases and testimony from advocates 
and formerly imprisoned people reveals trends of forced prostitution, sexual 
slavery, sexual assault, and other violence. Trans people, like all people locked 
up in women’s prisons, are targets of gender-based violence, including sexual 
assault and rape, most frequently at the hands of correctional staff . Prisoners 
who are perceived as “too masculine” by prison staff  at women’s facilities are 
oft en at signifi cantly increased risk of harassment and enhanced punishment, 
including psychologically damaging isolation, for alleged violations of rules 
against homosexual contact. Th ese prisoners also face a greater risk of assault 
motivated by an adverse reaction to gender nonconformity.28

Because the criminal-punishment system itself is a signifi cant source of 
racialized-gendered violence, increasing its resources and punishment capacity 
will not reduce violence against trans people. When advocates of hate-crime 
laws frame the criminal-punishment systems as a solution to the violence trans 
people face, they participate in the false logic that criminal punishment pro-
duces safety, when it is clear that it is actually a site of enormous violence. 
Criminal punishment cannot be the method we use to stop transphobia when 
the criminal punishment system is the most signifi cant perpetrator of violence 
against trans people. Many commentators have used this support of the expan-
sion of punishment regimes through the advent of hate-crime advocacy as an 
example of cooptation, where resistance struggles that have named certain con-
ditions or types of violence come to be used to prop up the very arrangements 
that are harming the people who are resisting. A new mandate to punish trans-
phobic people is added to the arsenal of justifi cations for a system that primarily 
locks up and destroys the lives of poor people, people of color, indigenous people, 
people with disabilities, and immigrants and that uses gender-based sexual vio-
lence as one of its daily tools of discipline against people of all genders.29

Much of the thinking behind the need for hate-crime and antidiscrimina-
tion legislation, including by advocates who recognize how limited these inter-
ventions are as avenues for increasing the life chances of trans people, is about 
the signifi cance of having our experiences of discrimination and violence named 
in law. Th e belief that being named in this way has a benefi t for the well-being 
of trans people has to be reexamined with an understanding that the alleged 
benefi ts of such naming provides even greater opportunity for harmful systems 
to claim fairness and equality while continuing to kill us. Hate-crime and anti-
discrimination laws declare that punishment systems and economic arrange-
ments are now non-transphobic, yet these laws not only fail to eradicate trans-
phobia but also strengthen systems that perpetrate it.

Th is analysis illuminates how law-reform work that merely tinkers with 
systems to make them look more inclusive while leaving their most violent 
operations intact must be a concern of many social movements today. For 
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example, prison abolitionists in the United States argue that the project of 
prison reform, which is usually aimed at reducing certain kinds of violence or 
unfairness in the prison system, has always functioned to maintain and to 
expand imprisonment.30 Prison-reform eff orts aimed at a reducing a variety of 
harms, such as gender and sexual violence, medical neglect and abuse, and over-
crowding, to name but a few, have oft en been made by well-meaning people 
who wanted to address the horrors of prison life. But these reform eff orts have 
been incorporated into the project of prison expansion, mobilized as rationales 
for building and fi lling more and more prisons. Abolitionists caution that a 
system designed from its inception as a technology of racialized control through 
exile and punishment will use any rationale necessary to achieve that purpose. 

A recent example of particular interest to feminism and trans politics is the 
2003 National Prison Rape Elimination Act (NPREA). Although it was passed 
in the name of preventing sexual assault, the NPREA has been used to further 
enforce and to increase penalties against prisoners for consensual sexual activ-
ity, including such activities as handholding. Abolitionist activists doing pris-
oner support work have pointed out that because some of the main tools the 
NPREA uses are punishment tools, those tools have become just another part of 
the arsenal used by punishment systems to increase sentences, to target prison-
ers of color and queer and trans prisoners, and to expand imprisonment. It is 
unclear whether the new rules have reduced sexual violence, but it is clear that 
they have increased punishment.31 Activists considering using law reform as 
a tool, then, have to be extraordinarily vigilant to determine whether they are 
actually strengthening and expanding various systems’ capacities to harm or 
whether our work is part of dismantling those capacities.32

In prison- and immigration-reform contexts, trans activists are raising con-
cerns about the danger of dividing aff ected populations by mobilizing ideas 
about who constitutes a “deserving” or “undeserving” subject. Campaigns that 
focus on immigrants portrayed as “hard working” (racist, antipoor code for 
those who do not need support like public benefi ts or housing) and “law abid-
ing” (not caught up in the criminal punishment system) or that frame immi-
gration issues in terms of family unity relying on heteropatriarchal constructs, 
further stigmatize those who do not fi t the “deserving” frame and create poli-
cies that only benefi t a narrow swath of aff ected people. Similarly, campaigns 
about imprisonment that only focus on people convicted of nonviolent crimes, 
“political” prisoners, or people exonerated by the introduction of new evidence, 
risk refi ning the system in ways that justify and legitimize the bulk of its contin-
ued operation by eliminating its most obvious contradictions. Th ree concerns 
about law-reform projects permeate many sites of resistance. First, these proj-
ects change only what the law says about what a system is doing but not its 
actual impact. Second, they refi ne a system in ways that help it continue to target 
the most-vulnerable people while only partially or temporarily removing a few 
of the less vulnerable from its path. And fi nally, law-reform projects oft en pro-
vide rationales and justifi cations for the expansion of harmful systems.
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Freeman’s critique of the perpetrator perspective helps us understand how 
a discrimination-focused law-reform strategy that aims to prohibit the consid-
eration of certain categories of identity in the context of certain decisions (who 
to hire, fi re, evict, house, or assault) misconceives how the violences of racism, 
ableism, xenophobia, transphobia, sexism, and homophobia operate. Freeman’s 
work shows how discrimination law fails to remedy the harms it claims to 
attend to and actually can empower systems that maldistribute life chances. 
Reconceptualizing the theory of power and struggle that underlies such law 
reforms allows us to turn our attention to other systems in law that produce 
structured insecurity and shortened life spans for trans people and consider 
alternative avenues of intervention.

Examining the operation of legal systems that administer life chances at the 
population level, such as welfare systems, punishment systems, health-care sys-
tems, and immigration systems, can expose how law operates to sort people into 
subpopulations facing diff erent exposures to security and insecurity. Looking at 
sites of the legal administration of societal norms, we can see how certain popu-
lations come to have such pervasive experiences with both abandonment and 
imprisonment. From that vantage point, we can strategize about how to use 
legal reform tools as part of a broader strategy to dismantle capitalism’s murder-
ous structures while we build alternative methods of meeting human needs and 
organizing political participation. Because of the obvious failures of the most-
popular contemporary law-reform strategies to address harms trans people are 
facing, trans experience can off er a location from which to consider the broader 
questions of the neoliberal cooptation of social movements through law reform 
and the institutionalization of resistance and from which to reframe the prob-
lems of violence and poverty that impact marginalized populations in ways that 
give us new inroads to intervention.

If we shift  our framework from trans rights to critical trans resistance, we 
fi nd ourselves with new analysis of the harms that people who defy gender 
norms face and new ideas for how we might dismantle systems that produce and 
enforce gender norms. Such a shift  means that we move from demands for rec-
ognition and inclusion in law to demands for material changes to our lives. We 
recognize formal legal equality as a window dressing for harmful and violent 
political and economic arrangements (settler colonialism, white supremacy, 
capitalism, heteropatriarchy), and we come to understand that what we want 
and need will never be won through a legal system founded in and dedicated to 
preserving racialized-gendered property statuses. Our social movement strate-
gies, then, become centered in mobilization, and our targets become the sites of 
violence we see producing trans death.

Th e demands for wealth redistribution, prison abolition, and an end to 
immigration enforcement that are emerging from trans communities suggest a 
critical trans politics guided by the urgent circumstances we face and a desire to 
center those living under the most severe forms of coercive violence as a guide 
for prioritization. Th e social-movement infrastructure we need to win these 
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demands is far more participatory, democratic, and decentralized than what has 
emerged in law reform–centered rights-seeking formations. Th e loud concerns 
raised within social movements in the last decade about the roles nonprofi tiza-
tion and professionalization have played in containing and undermining trans-
formative social change are useful to trans politics: We perceive the current 
push to institutionalize our work in those same hierarchical, elitist, undemo-
cratic, and unaccountable forms to support the same narrow status-quo affi  rm-
ing agenda.33 Across the United States, local communities are proposing and 
creating diff erent tools, forms, and agendas to address these concerns and to 
innovate infrastructure for trans resistance. Th is resistance refuses to make itself 
legible in a neoliberal framework; to articulate demands for rights that repro-
duce racist, ableist, antipoor, xenophobic frameworks of deservingness and 
undeservingness; to sell off  transformative goals for funding opportunities; or to 
endorse violent institutions for a chance at being nominally invited to be part of 
them. Co-developing this critical trans politics requires all of us to tap our cre-
ativity, imagination, bravery, compassion, humility, self-refl ection, patience, 
generosity, and perseverance as we seek change deep enough to dismantle the 
violences that are foundational to our current conditions.
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